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It is is a person trained by a human spaceflight program to command, pilot, or serve as a crew member of a
spacecraft.
It is a non-contact team sport played on a rectangular court by two teams of five players each.
He was an Italian explorer, navigator, colonizer and citizen of the Republic of Genoa. Under the auspices of the
Catholic Monarchs of Spain, he completed four voyages across the Atlantic Ocean. He initiated the Spanish
colonization of the New World.
The greatest, most diverse and successful class of land vertebrates ever, believed to have originated sometime in
the Triassic about 240 million years ago, and disappearing around 65 million years ago
It is an online marketplace built to enable trade on a local, national and international basis. It offers an online
platform where millions of items are traded ...
It is a popular free social networking website that allows registered users to create profiles, upload photos and
video, send messages and keep in touch ...
It iis an autonomous constituent country within the Kingdom of Denmark between the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans,
east of the Canadian Arctic
He/she is a thug who regularly goes to football matches and starts fights with opposing supporters
Wireless communication device manufactured by Apple, Inc. that allows a user to do a multitude of functions with
the device. The device ...
It is a pejorative term for cheap food containing high levels of calories from sugar or fat with little fiber, protein,
vitamins or minerals.
It is an arboreal herbivorous marsupial native to Australia.

Baltic republic located to the north-east of Poland.
Through her discovery of radium, she paved the way for nuclear physics and cancer therapy. Born of Polish
parents, she was a woman of science and courage, compassionate yet stubbornly determined. Her research work
was to cost her, her own life.
Name of Jules Verne's most famous submarine.
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It is a chemical element with symbol O and atomic number 8. By mass, it is the third-most abundant element in the
universe, after hydrogen and helium.[
He was an American singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, record producer, and actor. He was a musical
innovator and known for his eclectic work, flamboyant stage presence, extravagant dress and makeup, and wide
vocal range. He won seven Grammy Awards,[4] a Golden Globe Award,[5] and an Academy Award for the film
Purple Rain
It is a British rock band that formed in London in 1970. Its songwriter and record producer, known as the lead
vocalist and co-principal songwriter was Freddie Mercury.
It is a strong, thick string that is made by twisting many thin strings or fibers together
He is the German F1 most successful driver in history.
It is an object, usually marked with concentric circles, to be aimed at in shooting practice or contests. See more
He is a German former professional road bicycle racer. He won gold and silver medals in the 2000 Summer
Olympics in Sydney. He won the 1999 Vuelta a España. His victorious ride in the 1997 Tour de France led to a
bicycle boom in Germany. He retired in February 2007.

Italian city, famous for its canals.
It is the state of the atmosphere with respect to wind, temperature, cloudiness, moisture, pressure, etc.
It is an electromagnetic radiation. It can identify bone structures.

It is the color from both the German and the Spanish flags.
It is a brand name for a fitness program consisting of dance and aerobic exercise routines performed to popular,
mainly Latin-American music.

